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AeroStream lets you stream your favourite videos captured using
a drone, whether you are a drone professional, hobbyist,
enterprise or Government entity. AeroStream equally helps you in
creating, streaming, and viewing live drone videos captured using
various drones. It is a simple, secure dedicated platform for drone
service operators, professionals, and individuals to offer live
streaming videos to viewers with low latency. It also helps to
record videos locally and upload videos automatically whenever
the network is available. You can manage all videos captured by a
drone using AeroStream at a single repository.

HOW IT WORKS?
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RECEIVE STREAMING
REQUEST

WHY AEROSTREAM?
SHARABLE LINK (URL)
Sharable link makes it easy for you to share the link of Drone Live Stream with your viewers and anyone you want to see the video.

SECURED STORAGE
AeroStream offers secured storage facility. All the data captured by the AeroStream platform is stored securely on cloud platform
which is available only with authentication.

ANYWHERE – ANY DEVICE
AeroStream offers streaming on multiple devices. It offers streaming on AeroStream mobile application, browser, and even Smart
TVs.

VIDEO DOWNLOAD
AeroStream offers facility to download videos from mobile application or web using his login credentials.

MANY TO MANY
AeroStream is massively scalable system. It is by default multi-tenant. Any number of companies with any number of drones can use
AeroStream services. Similarly, there can be any number of viewers for viewing the streaming.

STREAM CONTINUATION
AeroStream has got capability of stream continuation. This is a unique feature AeroStream offers. For any streaming event, a stream
channel is created. When the drone is ﬂying, streaming is done on that Streaming channel.

MULTI DRONES
AeroStream has got capability to support multi drone streaming at a time. For an event, pilot can ﬂy multiple drones simultaneously
and viewer can see all videos streams simultaneously.

CUSTOM DRONE SUPPORT
AeroStream supports input streaming from open-source autopilot drone like Ardupilot and PX4. AeroStream offers AeroGCS mission
planning software for pilots. This software can be used along with video telemetry to do the streaming.

VIDEO FEEDBACK ANALYTICS
AeroStream offer video feedback capability. AeroStream calculates the total views of the video and the customer can see analytics
of video viewing.
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